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Nursing Assistant Program Student Handbook

Purpose
The purpose of this handbook is to provide the nursing assistant nursing student with information
specific to the Nursing Assistant program of Fox Valley Technical College. The material in the
handbook is intended to help students to understand and follow the policies and procedures for
the Nursing Assistant program.
The policies and procedures in this student handbook are consistent with and/or an extension of
the policies and information appearing in Fox Valley Technical College’s Student Handbook and
Calendar, College Catalog, Nursing Assistant Student Handbook, and the Wisconsin Department
of Health Services.

FVTC Nursing Assistant Team Mission
The mission of the Nursing Assistant Team is to provide quality educational experiences in order
to prepare students for entry-level positions and continued employment in health care delivery
systems.

Nursing Assistant Program Philosophy
The faculty subscribes to the mission and goals of Fox Valley Technical College, the Nursing
Assistant Nursing Team Mission, and the Nursing Assistant program outcomes. The philosophy
incorporates the faculty beliefs regarding nursing practices, education, teaching, and nursing
roles.
The Nature of Nursing Practice

Nursing is the dynamic, interpersonal, and goal-directed process that seeks to promote optimal
health within the context of individuals, family, community, and society. The concept of caring,
which is central to nursing, is communicated through both attitude and action. Based upon
caring concepts, the goal of nursing is to help persons gain harmony within themselves. This
goal is pursued through person-to-person caring transactions, utilization of the nursing process,
and collaboration with health colleagues. Nursing functions to promote, maintain, restore health,
and/or assist the person to die with dignity. As a profession, nursing is responsible and
accountable for itself and must function within ethical/legal guidelines. Through collaboration
with other health care professionals, nursing is responsive to the needs of the community across
the health-illness continuum.
The Nature of Nursing Education

Nursing education, which takes place in an institution of higher learning, is a balance of general
education and nursing science in order to prepare the student for the practice of nursing.
Education encompasses past and continuing experiences of an individual. Nursing curriculum
facilitates personal growth of the learner by creating an atmosphere that empowers the learner to
be a coparticipant in the learning process.
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The Nature of Learning/Teaching

Learning is an active, life-long process characterized by changes in behavior, attitude, and/or
thought patterns. Learning is enhanced through practice and the sharing of experiences.
Teaching, as an art of stimulating learning, directs learner energy toward educational
competencies and program outcomes. Teaching is establishing objectives, organizing materials,
and designing learning activities, selecting content, assessing performance, and critiquing ideas
in ways that enable learning.
The faculty believes that the learner/teacher relationship acknowledges students as partners in the
educational enterprise. Learner/teacher caring interactions are critical for success. Competent
faculty and other registered nurses function as expert role models.
The Nature of Nursing Roles

Fox Valley Technical College’s Nursing programs support a ladder concept that fosters the
progression of an individual from one educational level to another. A common core of
knowledge, skills, and attitudes in nursing, can be performed by multiple levels of nursing
personnel in the performance of direct nursing care.
The nursing assistant utilizes specialized knowledge and skills to provide nursing care that meets
the health needs of people in a variety of settings and is provided under the direction of qualified
health professionals. A nursing assistant is a vital component of the discipline of nursing. The
practice of nursing assistants is limited in scope and complexity, but not in the quality of care.
The nursing assistant participates in the nursing process in providing care for individuals with
predictable self-care health needs. The nursing assistant/home health aide performs functions
related to effective communication, advocacy, basic nursing skills, personal care skills,
maintenance and attainment of client independence, and interaction with clients experiencing
dementia.
Another step in the ladder concept is the Licensed Practical Nurse or LPN. The LPN performs
basic nursing techniques and direct care under the general supervision of a registered nurse. The
LPN also performs delegated nursing techniques beyond basic skills under the direct supervision
of a registered nurse, physician, dentist, or podiatrist. The LPN may assume a charge nurse
position in nursing homes supervising LPNs and nursing support personnel under the general
supervision of a registered nurse. Faculty recognizes the prior knowledge of the LPN as a basis
for advanced placement. Should the LPN desire to progress upwards on the career ladder; the
LPN learner is placed in the second year of the Nursing—Associate Degree (ADN) program in
accordance with the LPN to ADN articulation model.
Another ladder concept step is ADN. The scope and practice of graduates of ADN programs
encompass three interrelated roles: provider of care, manager of care, and member within the
discipline of nursing.
Still another step on the ladder concept supported by faculty is the Bachelor of Science in
Nursing (BSN). The nurse prepared at the baccalaureate level has increased opportunities for
practice in a variety of settings based upon a broader educational background.
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Opportunities exist for practicing in a milieu where different professions unite their particular
skills in a team effort for one common objective—to preserve or improve an individual patient’s
functioning. Opportunities also exist for upward mobility within the profession through
academic education and for lateral expansion of knowledge and expertise through both academic
and continuing education.

Nursing Assistant Program Goals
The FVTC Nursing Assistant Nursing program strives to:


Provide an educational environment in which the student can develop skills, knowledge,
and attitudes required of the nursing assistant in contemporary society



Prepare the nursing assistant to function within the definition, framework, and regulations
set forth by the Wisconsin Department of Health Services.



Prepare the beginning nursing assistant to work effectively under the supervision of
specified health care professionals.

FVTC Employability Essentials
Employability essentials are defined as transferable skills, knowledge, and/or attitudes essential
to an individual’s success regardless of occupation or community setting. The employability
essentials identified by FVTC are:
Act Responsibly — Apply ethical standards in both personal and professional behavior.
Adapt to Change — Anticipate changes and positively respond to them.
Communicate Effectively and Respectfully — Apply appropriate writing, speaking, and
listening skills across various settings to engage diverse audiences.
Think Critically and Creatively — Apply independent and rigorous reasoning that leads to
informed decisions, innovation and personal empowerment.
Work Collaboratively — Work collaboratively with others to complete tasks, solve problems,
resolve conflicts, provide information, and offer support.
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General Information — Nursing Assistant Program
General Information:
This 120-hour course has been designed into three components: theory (42 hours), lab
(32 hours), and clinical experience (46 hours). Attendance is mandatory. (Refer to Attendance
Policy in manual). The State of Wisconsin requires a specific number of hours and the
instructor uses this opportunity to evaluate the Nursing Assistant skills. Uniforms are worn to
theory, lab, and clinical. (Refer to Appearance Policy in manual.)
Theory:

This course has been designed with an independent study component for theory. A schedule of
the order of learning activities will be provided by the instructor and may include reading
assignments, viewing DVDs or videos, and Internet or workbook activities.
Lab:

Lab sessions are scheduled for Nursing Assistant skill practice and assessment of performance.
The instructor may request additional items to bring or wear for specific skills.
Clinical:

The Clinical experience is “on-the-job” instruction at the clinical site selected by the faculty
(varies by class). At the clinical site, the student applies their knowledge and skills while
working with assigned patients, residents, and clients.
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Nursing Assistant Program Outcomes
The graduate of the Nursing Assistant program:


Communicate and interact effectively with clients, family, and co-workers



Maintain and protect client rights



Report information and record observations



Demonstrate the ethical and legal responsibilities of the NA/HHA



Provide safe care to a diverse population, meeting personal, physical and psychosocial
client needs



Assist with client rehabilitation and restorative care, promoting independence



Assist clients with long-term, disabling conditions including dementia, always focusing
on the strengths of the client



Work cooperatively in a team environment



Maintain a professional demeanor



Demonstrate the FVTC Employability Essentials



Eligible to take the WI NA Competency evaluation

Academic Appeal Procedure
Students who have grievances regarding the Nursing Assistant program should talk with the
individual instructor involved. A problem that is not resolved at this level should then be taken
to the Department Chair–Allied Health. If a problem is not resolved informally, then the student
should follow the appeal procedure outlined in the FVTC Student Handbook and Calendar.
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Cellular Phones
In the lab settings, the students may have cell phones kept on their persons if it is turned in the
“vibrate or silent position” and are to be used in emergency situations only. Cellular phones in
the labs are disruptive and impede learning. Students should be aware that if they choose to
answer their phone during class time, they must leave the classroom and will not be admitted
back in to the room until a scheduled break
With the sophistication of the cell phones and the need to protect patient privacy and follow
privacy laws, FVTC will not permit students to bring or use cell phones into in the clinical
agency. To contact the student in case of an emergency, students are encouraged to provide
family members and child care providers with the clinical contact information (name of agency,
phone number, and unit). During breaks, students will be able to use cell phones outside of the
clinical agency.
Failure to follow this policy may lead to termination from this class.
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Supplemental Grading Policy
This policy is consistent with, and an extension of, the student grading policy which appears in
the FVTC Student Handbook and Calendar.
The following percentage scores are used in determining a grade:
A 92–100
B 85–91
C 78–84
D Achieving a score below 78% on one out of three of the following: average of
6 exams, final exam, lab/clinical experience
F Achieving a score below 78% on two or three out of three of the following:
average of 6 exams, final exam, lab/clinical experience.
W Withdrawal (see FVTC Student Handbook and Calendar)
1. A student must achieve an average of 78% on the six (6) exams in order to be eligible to take
the final exam. In addition, the student must achieve at least a 78% on the final exam and on
the lab/clinical experience. All three areas (average of the (6) exams, final exam, and
lab/clinical experience) represent 1/3 of your grade and are, therefore, averaged for the final
course grade.
2. Students must achieve and maintain a 78% or above average on exams to be eligible to
participate in the clinical experience. A student with a score average below 78% while
participating in clinical will be withdrawn.
3. All exams are taken through the online Blackboard system in a supervised, controlled testing
area or in class with instructor. The instructor will provide deadlines and specific directions
on how to access the test. Use of any resources is prohibited during exams. The exams must
be taken within the scheduled assigned completion time.
4. Exams will be graded immediately. Exam results will be reviewed by the instructor.
It is your responsibility to discuss with the instructor any remaining questions regarding the
exams.
5. Late exams due to excused emergencies must be taken prior to your return to lab or clinical.
If the exam is not taken within this timeframe, you will receive a zero (0) for that exam.
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Attendance Policy
Instructors are responsible for recording attendance at all scheduled sessions. An accurate record
of student attendance is maintained and submitted to the Registrar’s Office. Since there are a
number of students attending FVTC who are paid a training allowance based on their attendance,
the regulations identified in the FVTC Student Handbook and Calendar must be followed. In
addition, the following Nursing Assistant program policies will apply:
1.

Regular attendance is required at all orientations, theory, labs, and clinical assignments in
order to achieve the objectives of the program. Due to the intensive nature of the Nursing
Assistant program, students who are absent from an assigned theory, lab, or clinical,
without notification will be automatically withdrawn (W) based on instructor discretion.

2.

If you are not present when attendance is taken for class, it will be counted as an absence.
Attendance can be taken at any time during the scheduled class period.

3.

Attendance is expected for all theory, lab, and clinical sessions. Rare, extenuating
circumstances may interfere with attendance. In these situations, students need to contact
the instructor and/or other designated persons regarding their absence from theory, lab, or
clinical immediately. Absence from an orientation at a clinical site may jeopardize the
student’s standing in that clinical.

4.

Absence from clinical must be reported at least one hour before clinical begins. Each
instructor will inform students during orientation to the clinical facility of the proper
procedure and time for reporting absence prior to the clinical day.

5.

You will not be excused or leave early from theory, lab, or clinical assignments for high
school functions, employment, or for any other reason.

6.

If the student is absent for more than 2 consecutive clinical days due to physical or
mental illness, the student must provide the instructor a physician’s written statement that
the student’s health is acceptable to return to clinical. Instructor will determine if a plan is
indicated to make up clinical experience or if student will be withdrawn from the course.

7.

Attendance strongly correlates to successful completion in the Nursing Assistant program.

8.

It is expected that you remain in the lab or clinical setting once class has begun.
It is extremely distracting for the instructor as well as for other students when there is
activity during presentations. Scheduled breaks allow you to get up and move around if
necessary. If you must leave during class you may not be allowed to return to the room
until the next scheduled break.

9.

Schedule medical, dental, and other appointments at times other than scheduled class
hours.
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Transportation
Students are responsible for providing their own transportation to and from school and clinical
practice facilities.

Withdrawal
Students may withdraw from the Nursing Assistant course at any time during the first 50 percent
of the class as outlined in the FVTC Student Handbook and Calendar. In addition to notifying
the Enrollment Services area, Nursing Assistant students must also inform the NA faculty of
their intent to withdraw and discuss whether the student desires to remain on the Nursing
Assistant Program Ready List. If the withdrawal request is after 50 percent of the course, the
NA faculty will use their discretion as to whether the grade on the transcript will be recorded as a
“W” or and “F”—depending on the circumstances. Students who withdraw from the class may
register for the next available class.
Students may be encouraged to withdraw from the program due to health reasons that interfere
with the student’s ability to perform the student Nursing Assistant role and the Nursing Assistant
Technical Standards. These students should follow the procedure outlined above for withdrawal
from the program. If a student has to withdraw from the program due to illness, personal, or
family problems, he/she may apply for reenrollment in the next available class.
Students who do not meet the mandated 120-hour Nursing Assistant program requirement will
be withdrawn from the course. Please refer to the Attendance Policy.
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Dismissal from the Nursing Assistant Program
Students may be dismissed from the Nursing Assistant program for any one of the following
reasons:


Unsatisfactory academic performance



Unsatisfactory achievement in the clinical areas according to written clinical
competencies



Inability to complete the 120-hour attendance requirement for the Nursing Assistant
Program.



Unethical and illegal behavior in the school or clinical agencies (Refer to
Professional/Ethical Conduct Policy.)



Cell phone usage in clinical settings



Failure to demonstrate team principles



Inappropriate behavior



Failure to report changes in background information disclosure and technical standards



Unsafe clinical performance including but not limited to:


Failure to report change of patient condition to the instructor or agency staff



Failure to consult instructor or agency staff



Endangering patient welfare



Abandonment of assignment or neglect of the patient



Status change which leads to inability to meet the Nursing Assistant Technical Standards



Failure to meet the FVTC Employability Essentials
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Professional/Ethical Conduct Policy
This policy is consistent with and an extension of the student conduct, reinstatement and
academic appeal policies stated in the Fox Valley Technical College Catalog.
Nursing Assistant students are preparing for a profession that has standards of conduct for its
members. Nursing students are expected to conduct themselves in a manner consistent with these
standards.
Unethical conduct of the nursing student may include, but is not limited to, the following
examples:
1.

Revealing confidential client information inappropriately.

2.

Refusing to provide care to a client because of the client’s race, color, sex, religion, age,
beliefs, or medical disorder.

3.

Abusing a client physically or mentally by conduct such as striking, improperly
confining, or cursing.

4.

Practicing beyond the scope of the student’s education.

5.

Falsifying records or verbal reports.

6.

Abusing alcohol and other drugs in school or on the clinical unit.

7.

Failing to safeguard the client from care not congruent with nursing standards provided
by another person. Such incidents are to be reported to the appropriate supervisory
instructor.

8.

Destroying or stealing property of the instructor, students, school, or affiliating
agencies.

9.

Plagiarizing.

10. Cheating on examinations.
11. Leaving the clinical unit without notifying the instructor and/or the unit staff.
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Professional/Ethical Conduct Procedure
Responsibility

Action

1.

Instructor or student or facilitator
who identifies the unethical
conduct

1a. Reports incident to appropriate faculty member.
1b. Faculty member approaches the student and states
concern about the conduct. Discusses the situation.
1c. Faculty member writes a description of the incident
and discussion and provides copy to Department
Chair-Allied Health.

2.

Student involved in incident

2.

3.

Department Chair–Allied Health
receives the written incident

3a. Department Chair–Allied Health schedules the
committee meeting.
3b. Submits the written statements of the incident to
the committee of the faculty.

4.

The Ethical Conduct committee is
composed of at least one nursing
instructor from an Allied Health
Program, and the Health
Department Chairs.

4a.
4b.
4c.
4d.

Faculty member directly involved
in the incident may not be a
member of the committee.

Submits written description of incident and
discussion to Department Chair–Allied Health.

Investigates the incident.
Considers view points of the parties.
Determines if unethical conduct did occur.
Decides penalty. Penalty should be appropriate to
the seriousness of the conduct and may include,
but is not limited to: recording of a zero grade for
the assignment or examination, clinical failure,
course failure, suspension from the program with
or without option to return, the withholding of
recommendations to prospective employers.
4e. A through D above will be written with supporting
rationale for the decision and penalty within five
school days of receiving incident.
4f. The written decision will be provided to the
involved parties.

5.

Designated nursing faculty
member

5.

Implements decision.

6.

Penalized student

6.

May appeal the decision through the FVTC
Academic Appeal or the FVTC Student Conduct
Policy.
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Nursing Assistant Code of Ethics Preamble
The Code of Ethics is based on the fundamental values of the nursing assistant profession that
include the worth, dignity, and uniqueness of all persons as well as their rights and opportunities.
This Code is intended to serve as a guide to the everyday conduct of members of the nursing
assistant profession.
The following principles should guide nursing assistants in their various roles and relationships.
Ethical behavior results not from edict but from a personal commitment of the individual.
I.

The Nursing Assistants’ ethical responsibility to patients*:
A. Care—The NA recognizes his/her role as caregiver, not authority figure, and focuses
attention on the patient. The NA recognizes listening as a therapeutic act and
projects a positive attitude in verbal and nonverbal communication (tone, volume,
speed). The NA is thorough in meeting the patient’s needs and in the delivery of
care. The NA understands and monitors the patient’s condition and reports
significant changes to the team. The NA organizes the work to ensure that care plans
are carried out accurately. The NA supports the patient’s efforts by offering frequent
praise, by maintaining open lines of communication, and by following up on a
patient’s request in a timely manner.
B. Respect—The NA treats the patient as he/she would like to be treated regardless of
illness or condition. Promoting a patient’s self-esteem is an important part of respect
and is accomplished by honoring the patient’s belief system, respecting his/her life’s
experiences, and encouraging decision making by giving choices about daily
activities. The NA provides privacy and treats patients fairly without showing
favoritism or being judgmental. Respect continues after death in care of the body
and emotional support given to the family.
C. Responsibility—The NA conducts himself/herself in a professional manner. The NA
performs within his/her level of competence, seeks clarification or help whenever
uncertain, and ensures that the patient has a safe and comfortable environment.
D. Confidentiality—Recognizing the fragility of privacy and honoring the trust
relationship of patient and caregiver, the NA ensures each patient’s dignity and
welfare by not gossiping about other patients or other NAs and by not divulging
information from the medical record.
E. Abuse—The NA does not abuse patients in any way—verbally, physically, or
mentally. Abuse includes subtle forms such as talking about patients in front of
them, talking down to patients, raising the voice, or forcing patients to comply with
expectations. The NA respects the patient’s personal property, does not steal, and
does not accept gratuities.

* Patient is understood to include all individuals who receive care.
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II.

The Nursing Assistants’ ethical responsibility to families, guardians, and community:
A. Family Rights—The NA keeps family information confidential, provides privacy
for families, is considerate of cultural differences, and respects decisions made by
patients and families.
B. Professional Demeanor—The NA shows concern and caring for families and
visitors by speaking in a respectful and quiet tone of voice; by exercising good
judgment in maintaining a supportive, professional role to the family; and by
responding promptly to the needs of families. The NA is an ambassador to the
community through honesty, competence, and provision of quality care to its
members.
C. Open Communication—The NA is friendly and compassionate to families and
visitors, helping them during the admission process, encouraging them to become
involved with activities and volunteer services, and referring them to other health
care professionals to resolve questions or problems.

III.

The Nursing Assistants’ ethical responsibility to coworkers:
A. Attitude—The NA is positive, constructive, and professional in seeking solutions to
problems. The NA sets a positive example by being on time, being enthusiastic,
being complimentary of others, and not bringing personal problems to the work
environment. The NA gives input in an assertive but not aggressive manner.
B. Respect—The NA treats coworkers as he/she would like to be treated. Respect is
demonstrated by being sensitive, helpful, and friendly to one another, being tolerant
of different personalities, being reliable, honest and trustworthy, and recognizing that
respect is the basis for human relationships.
C. Teamwork—The NA recognizes himself/herself as one member in a
multidisciplinary team, all focusing its efforts on the patient. In a spirit of teamwork,
the NA is supportive, cooperative, and prompt in assisting coworkers. The NA
shares knowledge and ideas with the team to ensure the best care for the patient. The
NA is aware that coworkers at times need a good listener.

IV.

The Nursing Assistants’ ethical responsibility to employers:
A. Quality—The NA focuses on doing the best job possible. This involves punctuality,
attendance, thoroughness, time management, and maintaining
knowledge/competence.
B. Attitude—The NA enhances the work environment by being enthusiastic and taking
pride in his/her appearance and demeanor.
C. Respect—The NA is supportive of the organization by following policies and
procedures and utilizing the chain of command. The NA views himself/herself as a
representative of and promotes the organization positively. The NA is respectful of
the employers’ property.
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V.

The Nursing Assistants’ ethical responsibility to the health care profession:
A. Integrity—The NA is committed to ethical behavior and practice. The NA
positively promotes the nursing assistant profession to encourage others to see it as a
rewarding career.
B. Quality Service—The NA in a respectful, organized, and compassionate manner
promotes the caring image of the profession by working as part of the health care
team (communicating condition changes, seeking consensus, consulting proper
sources for solutions).
C. Professional Responsibility—The NA follows recommended health care practices
(universal infection control precautions, updated immunizations, personal
cleanliness, environmental neatness, careful use of equipment). Out of respect for
the profession, the NA remains in the field only if he/she feels an enthusiastic
commitment.
D. Continuing Education—The NA maintains his/her competence, growth, and
adaptability through ongoing training.

VI.

The Nursing Assistants’ ethical responsibility to himself/herself:
A. Self-esteem—The NA is happy with and respects himself/herself. The NA is
cheerful and honest with himself/herself. The NA develops a positive attitude and
lives by a moral code. The NA keeps his/her work and social life separate. The NA
keeps physically fit through a healthy lifestyle, balancing rest, relaxation, recreation,
and work, getting regular physical exercise, eating a balanced diet, avoiding
substance abuse and making use of emotional support structures when needed.
B. Pride—The NA takes pride in quality care and is open-minded and professional.
The NA places value in the team concept.
C. Resources and Limitations—The NA is open to listening and learning to better
himself/herself. The NA acknowledges his/her strengths and limitations, is willing
to request help, and is able to take time out to refocus.
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English Language Proficiency
The primary goal of FVTC is student success. If English is not your first language, please note that
English language proficiency (High Intermediate at minimum, with Advanced level preferred) is
required to be successful and safe in FVTC programs. Students who do not meet this requirement
are encouraged to contact the Global Education Dept., Julie Melnarik, 920-735-2443,
melnarik@fvtc.edu, Rm. G130 for additional resources

Special Needs Statement
FVTC complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act, 1990. Students with a disability who
believe special accommodations or special services for this program are indicated should contact
Educational Support Services, 920-735-2569.
The faculty is committed to providing each student with the opportunity to successfully complete
the Nursing Assistant program. Students who have special diagnosed needs should contact the
appropriate faculty member if there is any reason that would interfere with their ability to
complete course requirements or to participate in activities required for graduation. Requests for
reasonable accommodations will be granted if they fall within the guidelines established by the
NA Technical Standards. Requests must be received prior to the first lab. All requests will be
held in confidence.
Students who have not been diagnosed with a learning disability or special need but believe they
may have one should contact Educational Support Services at 920-735–2569 (E122).

Student Resources
There are other resources, which are very important to your progress in the Nursing Assistant
program at FVTC. It would be to your advantage to obtain a copy of each. These include:
Nursing Assistant Program Blackboard Site — for specific Nursing Assistant program details.
FVTC Student Handbook and Planner—can be requested in Student Life in Room E137.
MyFVTC — is located on the FVTC Web site and this is where all of the student resources are
located www.fvtc.edu/MyFVTC.
Bloodborne Pathogens Exposure Plan for Students—will be provided at the class orientation
OR can be obtained in the FVTC Campus Care Clinic located in room HS-201 (second floor)
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Fox Valley Technical College Nursing Assistant Program
Technical Standards
In order to assist students to successfully complete the Nursing Assistant Program, FVTC has developed a set of objective technical
standards. Students will be asked to sign a form stating whether they are able to meet the technical standards, with or without
accommodations, as stated in this document. Students in the Nursing Assistant Program must be able to demonstrate critical, logical and
analytical thinking while also possessing motor, auditory and visual skills that enable them to meet the certificate objectives and perform job
duties required by the profession. It is the intent of Fox Valley Technical College (FVTC) to fully comply with Section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1974 and the Americans with Disability Act (ADA) of 1990. (In accordance with the ADA and Section 504, FVTC does not provide
students with personal devices and services).
If a student enters the Nursing Assistant Program based on falsification of records related to their ability to meet the functional
requirements, he/she may face disciplinary actions.

PROGRAM SKILL LEVEL

APPLICATION TO NURSING ASSISTANT CLINICAL

Specific Ability Required for Technical Skills Attainment

Activities Including but Not Limited To:

GROSS MOTOR COORDINATION











Move within confined spaces
Maintain balance in multiple positions
Twist body from side to side
Reach above shoulders, below waist and out in front
Push, pull stabilize pivot

Transferring clients
Assist clients with exercises
Move in rooms and between equipment
Moving equipment

FINE MOTOR COORDINATION







Grasp/pick up objects with hands and fingers
Write with pen or pencil
Key/type
Twist/turn adjustment dials
Good eye hand & foot coordination
Simultaneous hand/wrist & finger movement















Stand up for several hours
Sustain repetitive motions
Function in a fast paced environment
Maintain physical tolerance
Tolerate confined areas with high temperatures for up to ½
hour
Tolerate exposure to common allergens







Push and pull 35 pounds
Support 35 pounds of weight
Lift/carry 35 pounds
Use upper and lower body strength
Squeeze with hands

Handle thermometers, utensils, toothbrush
Handle pencils/pens
Use a computer
Turn objects/knobs using hands
Manipulate equipment
Assist clients with feeding

ENVIRONMENT AND PHYSICAL ENDURANCE





At patients side during procedures.
Work on feet for a minimum of 8 hours.
Assist clients with bathing/showers.
Exposure to pets, body lotions, cleaning products, chemical
substances, latex products, blood and body fluids

Physical Strength






Position patient, move equipment
Ambulate patient
Pick up a child, transfer patient, bend to lift an infant or child
Physically restrain a patient.
Operate fire extinguisher

MOBILITY





Twist and bend
Able to walk independently without assist of a cane, walker,
crutches wheelchair or the assistance of another person
Stoop/squat for at least one minute
Move quickly






Walk, climb and descend a flight of stairs
Respond to an emergency
Reposition clients
Ambulating clients

SMELL


Detect odors



Foul smelling drainage, alcohol breath, smoke, gasses, or noxious
smells

READING



Read and understand written documents in English
Read digital displays and computer monitors
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VISION








See objects up to 20 inches away
See objects up to 20 feet away
Use depth perception
Use peripheral vision
Distinguish colors and gray scale




See in darkened room Information on computer screen, skin
conditions.
Patient in room
Color codes on supplies, flushed skin/paleness

HEARING






Hear and discriminate speech at normal conversation levels
Hear faint voices and faint body sounds
Discriminate speech with background noise
Hear audible alarms
Hear when unable to see lips






Feel differences in size and shape
Feel differences in surface characteristics
Feel Vibrations
Detect hot and cold temperatures






Person‐to‐person report
Detect obvious respiratory distress, soft voices
IV pumps, bed alarms, call lights, monitors, fire alarms
When masks are used

TACTILE





Palpate veins, identify body landmarks
Skin turgor, rashes
Palpate pulses
Skin, solutions, overall environment

MATH







Add, subtract , multiply, divide and count
Comprehend and interpret graphical data
Tell and measure time
Read and interpret measurement marks
Document numbers in records
Convert numbers to and from metric, apothecaries’, and
American system






Respirations, pulse, intake and output
Measurement tapes and scales
Charts, computerized data bases
Measure height

INTERPERSONAL SKILLS



Establish rapport with individuals
Respect value/cultural differences in others

COMMUNICATION SKILLS






Speak, read and write English
Listen and comprehend spoken and written English
Exhibit and comprehend nonverbal cues
Collaborate with others
Direct/manage/delegate activities of others





Healthcare workers, peers, clients and families
Interact as a member of the healthcare team
Reports

EMOTIONAL STABILITY







Establish professional relationships
Adapt to changing environments
Deal with the unexpected
Focus attention on tasks
Accept feedback appropriately
Accept responsibility for own actions






Cope with strong emotions in others
Maintain composure in the face of multiple responsibilities
Provide client with emotional support Patient condition, crisis,
death
Grief, anger

CRITICAL THINKING




Comprehend and follow instructions
Follow processes from start to finish
Sequence information




Application of knowledge and skills
Adapt decisions based on new information

ANALYTICAL THINKING





Solve problems
Transfer knowledge between situations
Prioritize tasks
Use short and long term memory





Recognize when need assistance of nurse
Organize
Care for client
5/24/18
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Fox Valley Technical College
Nursing Assistant Program

Technical Standards
Statement of Understanding
For students with a disability, reasonable accommodations are available. Reasonable modifications are defined as
modifications or adjustments that allow individuals with disabilities to gain equal access and have equal opportunities
to participate in FVTC’s courses, services, activities, and use of the facilities. To be eligible for disability‐related
services/accommodations, students must have a documented disability. This documentation must be provided by a
licensed professional, and qualified in the appropriate specialty area. The College is also not obligated to provide an
accommodation that poses an undue financial or administrative burden to the College or poses a direct threat to the
health and/or safety of others.
Examples of accommodations allowed, without disability documentation: supportive back brace or other supportive
braces that does not impede required movement or interfere with infection control policies, hearing aids, glasses,
and/or contacts. Other student‐suggested accommodations will require approval of the Program Chair, the Disabilities
Specialist, and the Department of Health Services. All requests should be approved BEFORE the student has enrolled in
the program. Any accommodation cannot substantially alter the requirements of the program or inflict an undue
burden on the respective program and clinical sites.
If after the start of class a student status changes and no longer meets all of the required NA technical standards; it is
the student’s responsibility to notify their instructor of any changes in their inability to perform any of the technical
standards listed here. The College is required to keep these documents on file.
The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1991 (42 U.S.C. 12101, et seq.) and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
(29 U.S.C 794) prohibits discrimination of persons because of her of his disability. In keeping with these laws, colleges of
the Wisconsin Technical College System (WTCS) make every effort to insure a quality education for students. The
purpose of this document is to ensure that students acknowledge that they have been provided information on the
technical standards of a student in the nursing assistant program. In addition, information was given to the student on
reasonable accommodations to meet the technical standards at this time.
Please initial confirmation #1 that you have read the technical standards and continue to confirmation #2 or #3
_________
initials

Confirmation #1:
I have read and understand the Technical Standards specific to a student in the Nursing Assistant
Program.

Please initial the technical standards confirmation statement that applies to you (#2 or #3)
Confirmation #2:
I am able to meet the Technical Standards presented without accommodations.
OR
Confirmation #3:
_________
Initials
I will need accommodations to meet the Technical Standards presented and would like information
concerning accommodations or special services, if needed at this time.
Please explain accommodation needed:
_________
initials

_____________________________________________________________________________
Name of Student (Please print)
___________________________________
Signature of Student

Student ID#
________________________
Date

Revised 05/24/2018
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Fox Valley Technical College
Nursing Assistant Program

Technical Standards
Statement of Understanding
For students with a disability, reasonable accommodations are available. Reasonable modifications are defined as
modifications or adjustments that allow individuals with disabilities to gain equal access and have equal opportunities
to participate in FVTC’s courses, services, activities, and use of the facilities. To be eligible for disability‐related
services/accommodations, students must have a documented disability. This documentation must be provided by a
licensed professional, and qualified in the appropriate specialty area. The College is also not obligated to provide an
accommodation that poses an undue financial or administrative burden to the College or poses a direct threat to the
health and/or safety of others.
Examples of accommodations allowed, without disability documentation: supportive back brace or other supportive
braces that does not impede required movement or interfere with infection control policies, hearing aids, glasses,
and/or contacts. Other student‐suggested accommodations will require approval of the Program Chair, the Disabilities
Specialist, and the Department of Health Services. All requests should be approved BEFORE the student has enrolled in
the program. Any accommodation cannot substantially alter the requirements of the program or inflict an undue
burden on the respective program and clinical sites.
If after the start of class a student status changes and no longer meets all of the required NA technical standards; it is
the student’s responsibility to notify their instructor of any changes in their inability to perform any of the technical
standards listed here. The College is required to keep these documents on file.
The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1991 (42 U.S.C. 12101, et seq.) and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
(29 U.S.C 794) prohibits discrimination of persons because of her of his disability. In keeping with these laws, colleges of
the Wisconsin Technical College System (WTCS) make every effort to insure a quality education for students. The
purpose of this document is to ensure that students acknowledge that they have been provided information on the
technical standards of a student in the nursing assistant program. In addition, information was given to the student on
reasonable accommodations to meet the technical standards at this time.
Please initial confirmation #1 that you have read the technical standards and continue to confirmation #2 or #3
_________
initials

Confirmation #1:
I have read and understand the Technical Standards specific to a student in the Nursing Assistant
Program.

Please initial the technical standards confirmation statement that applies to you (#2 or #3)
Confirmation #2:
I am able to meet the Technical Standards presented without accommodations.
OR
Confirmation #3:
_________
Initials
I will need accommodations to meet the Technical Standards presented and would like information
concerning accommodations or special services, if needed at this time.
Please explain accommodation needed:
_________
initials

_____________________________________________________________________________
Name of Student (Please print)
___________________________________
Signature of Student
Revised 05/24/2018
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Letter to Parents of Students Under 18 Years of Age

Class # ____________________________
Dear Parents:
We welcome your son/daughter to this post-secondary learning experience and hope it provides a
successful complement to high school instruction. Fox Valley Technical College provides a rich array
of learning opportunities in both traditional classroom settings as well as video based instruction in
labs and field trips. With these privileges come some responsibilities for you and your adolescent.
Classroom discussions and course content:
Students will have the opportunity to participate in learning experiences in which the content has been
designed for the adult students. Examples of this could include science lesson based upon the use of
cadavers in the FVTC lab, frank discussions of health care issues, or videos/ mannequins graphically
displaying human anatomy, as well as the actual participation in direct patient care at a local health
care agency. All of these experiences are necessary to become a health care worker.
FVTC Policies:
Your student has agreed to adhere to FVTC policies, as well as those of their high school regarding
attendance, behavior, and academic standards.
If you have any questions please feel free to contact Barb Tuchscherer, Department Chair of Allied
Health at tuchschb@fvtc.edu or 920-735-5774.
I have read the above and understand the information concerning my son's/daughter's enrollment. I
agree to their participation in this post-secondary course.
If the student will be 18 years old when the class begins,
this form is not needed.
_________________________________________
Printed Student Name
_________________________________________
Student Signature

__________________________
Date

_________________________________________
Parent/Guardian Signature

__________________________
Date
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Letter to Parents of Students Under 18 Years of Age

Class # ____________________________
Dear Parents:
We welcome your son/daughter to this post-secondary learning experience and hope it provides a
successful complement to high school instruction. Fox Valley Technical College provides a rich
array of learning opportunities in both traditional classroom settings as well as video based
instruction in labs and field trips. With these privileges come some responsibilities for you and your
adolescent.

Classroom discussions and course content:
Students will have the opportunity to participate in learning experiences in which the content has
been designed for the adult students. Examples of this could include science lesson based upon
the use of cadavers in the FVTC lab, frank discussions of health care issues, or
videos/mannequins graphically displaying human anatomy, as well as the actual participation in
direct patient care at a local health care agency. All of these experiences are necessary to become
a health care worker.
FVTC Policies:
Your student has agreed to adhere to FVTC policies, as well as those of their high school
regarding attendance, behavior, and academic standards.
If you have any questions please feel free to contact Barb Tuchscherer, Department Chair of
Allied Health at tuchschb@fvtc.edu or 920-735-5774.
I have read the above and understand the information concerning my son's/daughter's enrollment.
I agree to their participation in this post-secondary course.
If the student will be 18 years old when the class begins,
this form is not needed.
_________________________________________
Printed Student Name
_________________________________________
Student Signature

__________________________
Date

_________________________________________
Parent/Guardian Signature

__________________________
Date
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Public, Private or Home School Age Student:
Request to Attend Class at FVTC
For students who have not yet graduated from high school

Pursuant to Chapter 38.22(1s), Wis. Stats, and upon written consent of the instructor, Fox Valley Technical
College will enroll Private Home School Students:





All students 18 years old and younger MUST complete this form
Students who have not reached their 16th birthday prior to the start date of the class MUST complete this
form and have instructor approval
All Students must meet all requisites for the courses to be eligible to enroll
Must show proof of Private Home School — P11206

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
 Must be Wisconsin state resident
 If non-resident of state of Wisconsin, must have approval from District Board. Approval must be submitted
with this
AGE AND COURSE REQUIREMENTS:
Age 15 and younger
10, 30, 31, 32, 50 Post‐ Secondary
73, 74, 76, 77, 78
Adult Basic Education or Adult High
School Course

Catalog
number*
begins with:

Age 16‐18

7am‐3pm

After 3pm

7am‐3pm

After 3pm

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

42, 47 or 60 Secondary Nonrequired
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Course
*Catalog Number: Number assigned by the State used to identify and search for classes



Students under the age of 14 will not be allowed to register in lab or shop courses where safety is a factor as
determined by the course instructor. Other safety, licensing, certification, or other age limitations may
supersede this policy.



A parent or other adult must register and attend with children under age 16. This requirement can be waived
by the instructor responsible for the class section based on student age, maturity level, course topic or courses
targeted specifically to students under age 16 (e.g., Tractor Safety, Sewing for Teens).

STUDENT’S RESPONISBILITY:

Complete form and return to Enrollment Services in Appleton E111 • Oshkosh 101 • Wautoma, Waupaca,
Chilton, Clintonville Main Desk for processing. Forms can also be faxed to
(920) 735-2484 or emailed to registrar@fvtc.edu.
 Pay the fee associated with the class. Class fees are due 10 days prior to the start date of the class.
 Student may be removed from the class if instructor does not approve attendance. Student will be
refunded at 100% if request is denied.




A 100% refund will be issued to the student and parent/adult if the course arrangement does not work out,
based upon their experience, within the first class session. The standard college refund policy applies
beyond this. Please see visit www.fvtc.edu/.refund for more information on FVTC's refund policy.
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Students are impacted by the same benefits, requirements, and restrictions as all other students attending
the College. They must be aware of and comply with college attendance, grading (per the class syllabus),
and refund policies.

STUDENT INFORMATION:

Student Name: _______________________________________

Birthdate: ___________ Age: ______

Home Address: ______________________________________

City: ________________ Zip: ______

Home Phone Number: ____________________________
Class Number: _________________

Cell Phone Number: ________________

Course Title: _______________________________________

Will course completion be submitted to your HS to apply towards HS graduation?
Yes _________
No ________
If class is held during normal school day, do you have a letter from the school board/district approving the
attendance in the class?
Yes _________
No ________
STUDENT AND PARENT SIGNATURES:
I, ______________________ give permission for _________________to enroll and attend the FVTC course above.
(Parent/Guardian)
(Student)

______________________________ __________ ______________________________ _____________
(Parent/Guardian Signature)
(Date)
(Student Signature)
(Date)
PARENT/GUARDIAN PLEASE READ AND INITIAL THE STATEMENTS BELOW:
____________ I understand that filling out this form does not guarantee enrollment in this class.
____________ I have read and understand the payment and refund policy.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------FOR OFFICE USE ONLY:
Enrollment Services Staff:
 Enroll student
 Give Student study list
 Give form to Registration Staff
Student ID: ______________________________ Date Received: _____________ Staff User ID: ______________
Registration Staff:
Emailed Instructor: __________________
Contacted Student: __________________
 Approved: call student
 Denied: drop/call student
Instructor: Please return form to Enrollment Services E111 or scan and email to registrar@fvtc.edu after
completing.
 Approved: class is appropriate.
 Parent must accompany student. Parent will be registered in course regardless of class capacity.  Student
may attend alone.
 Denied: class is not appropriate. Explanation:

Instructor signature: __________________________________ Date: _______________________
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Public, Private or Home School Age Student:
Request to Attend Class at FVTC
For students who have not yet graduated from high school

Pursuant to Chapter 38.22(1s), Wis. Stats, and upon written consent of the instructor, Fox Valley Technical
College will enroll Private Home School Students:





All students 18 years old and younger MUST complete this form
Students who have not reached their 16th birthday prior to the start date of the class MUST complete this
form and have instructor approval
All Students must meet all requisites for the courses to be eligible to enroll
Must show proof of Private Home School — P11206

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
 Must be Wisconsin state resident
 If non-resident of state of Wisconsin, must have approval from District Board. Approval must be submitted
with this
AGE AND COURSE REQUIREMENTS:
Age 15 and younger
10, 30, 31, 32, 50 Post‐ Secondary
Catalog
number*
begins with:

73, 74, 76, 77, 78
Adult Basic Education or Adult High
School Course

Age 16‐18

7am‐3pm

After 3pm

7am‐3pm

After 3pm

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

42, 47 or 60 Secondary Nonrequired
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Course
*Catalog Number: Number assigned by the State used to identify and search for classes



Students under the age of 14 will not be allowed to register in lab or shop courses where safety is a factor as
determined by the course instructor. Other safety, licensing, certification, or other age limitations may
supersede this policy.



A parent or other adult must register and attend with children under age 16. This requirement can be waived
by the instructor responsible for the class section based on student age, maturity level, course topic or courses
targeted specifically to students under age 16 (e.g., Tractor Safety, Sewing for Teens).

STUDENT’S RESPONISBILITY:


Complete form and return to Enrollment Services in Appleton E111 • Oshkosh 101 • Wautoma, Waupaca,
Chilton, Clintonville Main Desk for processing. Forms can also be faxed to
(920) 735-2484 or emailed to registrar@fvtc.edu.

Pay the fee associated with the class. Class fees are due 10 days prior to the start date of the class.
 Student may be removed from the class if instructor does not approve attendance. Student will be
refunded at 100% if request is denied.
 A 100% refund will be issued to the student and parent/adult if the course arrangement does not work out,
based upon their experience, within the first class session. The standard college refund policy applies
beyond this. Please see visit www.fvtc.edu/.refund for more information on FVTC's refund policy.




Students are impacted by the same benefits, requirements, and restrictions as all other students attending
the College. They must be aware of and comply with college attendance, grading (per the class syllabus),
and refund policies.

STUDENT INFORMATION:

Student Name: _______________________________________

Birthdate: ___________ Age: ______

Home Address: ______________________________________

City: ________________ Zip: ______

Home Phone Number: ____________________________
Class Number: _________________

Cell Phone Number: ________________

Course Title: _______________________________________

Will course completion be submitted to your HS to apply towards HS graduation?
Yes _________
No ________
If class is held during normal school day, do you have a letter from the school board/district approving the
attendance in the class?
Yes _________
No ________
STUDENT AND PARENT SIGNATURES:
I, ______________________ give permission for _________________to enroll and attend the FVTC course above.
(Parent/Guardian)
(Student)

______________________________ __________ ______________________________ _____________
(Parent/Guardian Signature)
(Date)
(Student Signature)
(Date)
PARENT/GUARDIAN PLEASE READ AND INITIAL THE STATEMENTS BELOW:
____________ I understand that filling out this form does not guarantee enrollment in this class.
____________ I have read and understand the payment and refund policy.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------FOR OFFICE USE ONLY:
Enrollment Services Staff:
 Enroll student
 Give Student study list
 Give form to Registration Staff
Student ID: ______________________________ Date Received: _____________ Staff User ID: ______________
Registration Staff:
Emailed Instructor: __________________
Contacted Student: __________________
 Approved: call student
 Denied: drop/call student
Instructor: Please return form to Enrollment Services E111 or scan and email to registrar@fvtc.edu after
completing.
 Approved: class is appropriate.
 Parent must accompany student. Parent will be registered in course regardless of class capacity.  Student
may attend alone.
 Denied: class is not appropriate. Explanation:

Instructor signature: __________________________________ Date: _______________________
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Wisconsin Nurse Aide Registry
A graduate of the Nursing Assistant program is eligible to take the Wisconsin NA Certification
Exam. Instructions on the application process will be provided by the instructor. The student will
be responsible for all fees associated with this application. The competency exam consists of a
written exam and clinical skills demonstration. To be successful, the NA graduate must
demonstrate competency on both parts of the exam. If a student fails either portion of the exam,
only the failed portion must be retaken. All students successfully completing the exam will be
included on the Wisconsin NA Registry.
To remain “active” status on the state registry, the NA must work in a federally certified facility
(i.e.: nursing home, hospital, home health agency). If a CNA does not work a minimum of
8 hours for pay, in a federally certified facility within a 24-month period the status on the registry
will be listed as “inactive”. Certified nursing assistants on the Wisconsin Registry will be
notified 60 days before expiration, so please maintain your current name, phone number, and
address. Certified nursing assistants on the Wisconsin Registry will be informed via email or
text regarding renewal notification.
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Student Appearance Policy
9/01/17
The uniform identifies you as a professional FVTC Nursing Assistant student and is required in
lab and clinical sessions. The uniform guidelines are:
1. Uniform must be clean, wrinkle free, professional in appearance and includes:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Proper fit black scrub pants or skirts (skirts must be mid-knee length or longer)
Royal blue solid scrub top (black colored trim or inserts are permitted)
White or black professional shoes
Socks or stocking must be worn
FVTC photo name badge
Watch with a second hand
2 black ink pens (no gel pens permitted)

2. The school name badge must be worn on the left upper front of the uniform. The name
badge may be purchased through FVTC’s Student Life department.
3. A solid colored long-sleeved shirt may be worn under the uniform top.
4. Clean, white or black professional shoes must be worn. Shoes must be non-porous
(no canvas). Athletic shoes are acceptable if clean and predominately white or black.
5. Hair must be clean, neat, and pulled back and off the collar. Mustaches and beards must
be clean and trimmed. If there is no beard or mustache, the face must be clean-shaven.
6. Fingernails must be clean, rounded, and smooth-edged. No acrylics or colored nail
polish. Length must be appropriate for client care.
7. Strongly scented products such as lotions and perfumes are not permitted.
8. Wedding bands and small studs for pierced ears are the only jewelry permitted.
9. Tattoos should be covered.
10. The NA student will be required to adhere to the appearance policy of the clinical site they
are assigned.
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Nursing Assistant Program

Evaluation of Lab/Clinical Instruction
Near the end of your class your instructor will hand out this form. You are to evaluate your instructor. The
information you share is essential for FVTC to make continued improvements in this program.
Someone other than the instructor should collect the evaluations and place them in a brown envelope (provided by
the instructor) and seal the envelope. The sealed brown envelope can be given to the instructor to turn in with the
other forms. This completed form is kept on file per the state guidelines.

Instructor Name: ____________________________________
FVTC Campus: ______________________

Clinical Site: ________________________________

Class #

Dates: _____________________________________

____________________________

Agree

a.

I feel the orientation prepared me for
lab/clinical expectations.

b.

Course expectations were clear and if not,
clarification was provided to me.

c.

I received the material necessary for a
career as a CNA.

d.

When I asked questions, my instructor
helped me problem solve and apply my
knowledge.

e.

I developed the skills, knowledge, and
attitudes required of the CNA.

f.

I received constructive feedback regarding
my performance during the course on an
ongoing basis.

g.

My evaluation was based on the Nursing
Assistant program outcomes.

h.

I was encouraged to project a professional
demeanor as a member of the health care
team.

i.

I was encouraged to accept responsibility
for my learning.

j.

I felt accountable for my actions.

k.

I was encouraged to think critically.

l.

Clinical assignments allowed me to apply
the skills I learned in lab.

m.

I feel prepared to take the WI NA
competency exam.

Disagree

Comments
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Evaluation of Lab/Clinical Instruction
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____________________________
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b.

Course expectations were clear and if not,
clarification was provided to me.

c.

I received the material necessary for a
career as a CNA.

d.

When I asked questions, my instructor
helped me problem solve and apply my
knowledge.

e.

I developed the skills, knowledge, and
attitudes required of the CNA.

f.

I received constructive feedback regarding
my performance during the course on an
ongoing basis.

g.

My evaluation was based on the Nursing
Assistant program outcomes.

h.

I was encouraged to project a professional
demeanor as a member of the health care
team.

i.

I was encouraged to accept responsibility
for my learning.

j.

I felt accountable for my actions.

k.

I was encouraged to think critically.

l.

Clinical assignments allowed me to apply
the skills I learned in lab.

m.

I feel prepared to take the WI NA
competency exam.
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Health Division
Confidentiality Statement
The clinical experience requires students to use health information and read client records in detail.
All students and College employees must hold information concerning the identity, condition, care, or
treatment of clients in confidence. This obligation of professional confidentiality must be carefully
fulfilled not only regarding the information on the client’s chart and records, but also regarding
confidential matters learned in the exercise of professional/student activities. Information systems
may not be used to access confidential information that is not essential for completion of
professional/student activities.
DO NOT DISCUSS SUCH INFORMATION WITH OTHERS UNLESS IT IS REQUIRED
DIRECTLY FOR THE TREATMENT OR CARE OF THE CLIENT OR THE PERFORMANCE
OF DUTIES. Inappropriate sites for discussing ANY client information include: cafeteria, parking ramp,
elevators, stairwells, etc.—any area where information may be overheard. In addition, such information
must not be transmitted to or from or stored within any form of personal technology (e.g., personal
computers, laptops, cell phones, etc.), nor will it be shared in any form of social media (e.g., Facebook,
YouTube, etc.). Any intentional or accidental violation of these confidentiality provisions must be
reported to the appropriate supervisory personnel immediately.
Students and employees of FVTC will abide by the confidentiality policy of the clinical site.
Any violation of the confidentiality statement may result in clinical and/or disciplinary probation,
dismissal, or legal consequences.

Student Safety Requirements
The student needs to meet agency requirements for OSHA, DIHLR, and the Standard Precautions
on a yearly basis. In addition, students must meet agency requirements for safety code procedures.
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Fox Valley Technical College
Nursing Assistant Program

Agreement Statements
PRINT STUDENT NAME _________________________________ CLASS # _____________
NURSING ASSISTANT HANDBOOK and SYLLABUS
________ (initial) I have read the FVTC Nursing Assistant Student Handbook, Nursing Assistant Code
of Ethics, and the Course Syllabus and have had an opportunity to ask questions about the
information. I am accountable for the information contained in the Nursing Assistant
Handbook, NA code of ethics and the Course Syllabus.
________ (initial) I will attend all scheduled labs and clinical settings outlined in the class syllabus. In
case of emergency, I will call my instructor immediately. Emergencies do not include:
vacation, work or school activities.
________ (initial) I understand that any unexcused absence from theory, lab, or clinical may result in
my failure in this class.
________ (initial) I understand if my exam average falls below 78%, I will not be permitted to attend
clinical and will be removed from class.
STUDENT SAFETY ACCOUNTABILITY STATEMENT
________ (initial) On _______________(Date of First Class), I received the CDC handbook on
occupational/classroom hazards and standard precautions (Exposure to Blood, What
Healthcare Personnel Need to Know), have read, understand and comply with the material.
________ (initial) I realize the costs associated with preliminary tests, vaccinations, diagnostic tests and
treatment associated with illnesses, injuries, and blood and/or body fluids exposure will be my
responsibility. I release Fox Valley Technical College from any responsibility and liability
concerning injuries and/or illnesses I may incur as a student of the College not caused by the
gross negligence of the College.
________ (initial) I have been informed of the advisability of receiving the Hepatitis B Series, for my
own protection. This is my decision to make.
________ (initial) I assume full responsibility for complying with the school/program and health
agency’s safety policies including those specific for universal precautions and exposure to
blood and/or body fluids, and follow-up procedures.
________ (initial) It is my responsibility to report any accident, illness, and/or injury immediately to my
instructor.
HEALTH DIVISION TECHNOLOGY CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT
________ (initial) I have read, understand, and will adhere to the FVTC Health Division Confidentiality
Statement.
STUDENT SIGNATURE __________________________________ DATE________________
Print Date: June 2018
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Agreement Statements
PRINT STUDENT NAME _________________________________ CLASS # _____________
NURSING ASSISTANT HANDBOOK and SYLLABUS
________ (initial) I have read the FVTC Nursing Assistant Student Handbook, Nursing Assistant Code
of Ethics, and the Course Syllabus and have had an opportunity to ask questions about the
information. I am accountable for the information contained in the Nursing Assistant
Handbook, NA code of ethics and the Course Syllabus.
________ (initial) I will attend all scheduled labs and clinical settings outlined in the class syllabus. In
case of emergency, I will call my instructor immediately. Emergencies do not include:
vacation, work or school activities.
________ (initial) I understand that any unexcused absence from theory, lab, or clinical may result in
my failure in this class.
________ (initial) I understand if my exam average falls below 78%, I will not be permitted to attend
clinical and will be removed from class.
STUDENT SAFETY ACCOUNTABILITY STATEMENT
________ (initial) On _______________(Date of First Class), I received the CDC handbook on
occupational/classroom hazards and standard precautions (Exposure to Blood, What
Healthcare Personnel Need to Know), have read, understand and comply with the material.
________ (initial) I realize the costs associated with preliminary tests, vaccinations, diagnostic tests and
treatment associated with illnesses, injuries, and blood and/or body fluids exposure will be my
responsibility. I release Fox Valley Technical College from any responsibility and liability
concerning injuries and/or illnesses I may incur as a student of the College not caused by the
gross negligence of the College.
________ (initial) I have been informed of the advisability of receiving the Hepatitis B Series, for my
own protection. This is my decision to make.
________ (initial) I assume full responsibility for complying with the school/program and health
agency’s safety policies including those specific for universal precautions and exposure to
blood and/or body fluids, and follow-up procedures.
________ (initial) It is my responsibility to report any accident, illness, and/or injury immediately to my
instructor.
HEALTH DIVISION TECHNOLOGY CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT
________ (initial) I have read, understand, and will adhere to the FVTC Health Division Confidentiality
Statement.
STUDENT SIGNATURE __________________________________ DATE________________

Nursing Assistant Student Handbook

Fox Valley Technical College
Nursing Assistant Program
Competencies / Performance Standards
Student Name:

Instructor:

Date:

Evaluation of Lab/Clinical Performance
for Nursing Assistant Training
Rating Scale
10 points
9 points
8 points
7 points
0 points

Consistently exceeds expectations, independently performs outcomes.
Performs outcomes as expected, sometimes exceeding expectations.
Consistently performs outcomes as expected.
Need improvement, performs some outcomes adequately, but requires some prompting from instructor.
Does not meet expectations, requires frequent prompting from instructor, has difficulty performing basic skills and
significant concerns for safety

Scoring
A score is assigned for each course objective or group of previously met objectives based on the scale above. A remediation plan will be
initiated, when possible, if there are safety concerns during the class to assist the student in attaining course competencies. A score of 8
or above must be achieved in all competencies to successfully complete the course. A score of 0 in any of the competencies at the
completion of the class will result in course failure regardless of scores on other competencies. The course grade is calculated by adding
the points. Points are equal to the percentage for performance grade calculation.
A
92 -100 points

Print Date: June 2018

B
91-85 points

C
84-78 points

F
77 points or below
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Program Outcome A. Communicate and interact with clients, family, and coworkers
1. Establish a therapeutic relationship with the client as evidence by:
identifies client support system
shows respect for client with verbal and nonverbal actions
listens actively as client speaks
introduces self prior to any care
uses acceptable techniques to interact with client’s challenging behaviors
makes attempts to communicate with hearing, vision, speech impaired client
makes attempts to communicate when client speaks another language
uses words meaningful to the client
uses assertive communication, not aggressive or passive

0

2. Follow written and verbal instructions as evidenced by:

0

penmanship is legible
spelling and grammar are accurate
simple arithmetic calculations are accurate (ht, wt, I&O, VS)
contributes during discussions
avoids loud and indiscriminate talking
reports/records honestly and accurately

Print Date: June 2018

9

10

7

8

9

10

comments:

0

obtains report prior to starting care
reports significant observations to appropriate staff
makes appropriate notification when leaving unit
records observations according to agency policy
identifies and follows line of authority

4. Use written/verbal skills common to the job:

8

comments:

follows policies and procedures as instructed
asks questions appropriately
seeks information on client from care plan
seeks information from appropriate staff
follows instructions on labels, containers, and signs

3. Use channels of communication as evidenced by:

7

7

8

9

10

comments:

0

7

8

9

10

comments:
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5. Establish working relationship with supervisors and peers
displays cooperation and courtesy
follows directions of instructors and supervisors willingly
assists coworkers when needed
requests help appropriately
acts upon suggestions of instructor and supervisors

0

7 8 9 10
comments:

6. Demonstrate sensitivity to emotional needs, social diversity, and
mental health of clients and coworkers
tolerates controversial views of others without signs of rudeness
communicates with politeness and respect regardless of person’s race, sexual orientation,
religion, gender, social economic status or nationality
identifies prejudices and bias

0

7 8 9 10
comments:

7. Display appropriate nonverbal skills in the work setting
hand and body movements are non-threatening
dress and hygiene are appropriate for the lab/clinical setting
body language and facial expressions are appropriate for the lab/clinical setting
level of physical activity is appropriate for the work setting
touch of clients is within acceptable parameters 100% of the time
responds to a variety of alarms and other communications

0

7 8 9 10
comments:

0

7 8 9 10
comments:

Program Outcome B. Maintain and protect client rights
1. Protect rights of clients:
identifies client 100% of the time
maintains client rights 100% of the time
allows clients to make own decisions
identifies the location of client’s rights listing posted in public view
identifies the role of federal and state regulatory agencies
explains the procedure to file a complaint on behalf of a client
reports violation of client rights following process in place

Print Date: June 2018
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2. Treat client respectfully regardless of social, ethnic, or religious status:
knocks before entering closed doors
addresses client by Mr., Mrs., or Miss, or whatever client requests
introduces self to client prior to care
handles possessions of others with respect and care
allows client to refuse care and to make own choices
tolerates religious views of others nonjudgmentally
respects diversity

0

7 8 9 10
comments:

3. Maintain client personal privacy and confidentiality of client information:
provides privacy during care and treatment 100% of the time
discusses care/clinical experience in appropriate location and with
appropriate staff
maintains client confidentiality 100% of the time
maintains confidentiality of written information 100% of the time

0

7 8 9 10
comments:

0

7 8 9 10
comments:

Program Outcome C. Report information and record observations
1. Report information and record observations:
records and reports changes in behavior and physical status in a timely manner
records and reports client response following treatments or activities
notifies RN immediately of life-threatening or unsafe situations
obtains report prior to starting client care and provides report at the end of care
uses medical terms and abbreviations accurately
descriptions are objective and factual, not based on opinion
reports/records incidents should they occur
is truthful and honest when reporting/recording

Print Date: June 2018
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Program Outcome D. Demonstrate the ethical and legal responsibilities of the NA/HHA
1. Conduct self in a responsible manner:
demonstrates a positive attitude
work habits are healthy (hand washing, body mechanics)
copes with stressful, unexpected situations
gives no evidence of alcohol or other drugs/chemicals
personal hygiene and appearance are acceptable
overall quality of work performance is consistent
stays with assigned task to completion
follows safety policies and practices
acknowledges how to care for the caregiver
interacts consistently in an ethical manner

0

7 8 9 10
comments:

2. Function within the role of nursing assistant:
follows established policies/procedures
attendance is consistent with program policies
works cooperatively with other team members
respects rights of others

0

7 8 9 10
comments:

3. Plan and carry out assignments:
attendance is punctual and regular
assignments are completed within a reasonable time frame
work shows organization and planning
collects supplies ahead of time
takes stated amount of time for breaks and meals
work area is left neat and orderly

0

7 8 9 10
comments:

4. Use healthy work habits:
use body mechanics while working
use standard precautions 100% of the time
functions under job stress of time demands, client, staff needs
demonstrates flexibility
locates and reads MSDS sheets in clinical area
follows safety rules common to the setting 100% of the time

0

7 8 9
comment:

Print Date: June 2018
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Program Outcome E. Provide safe care to a diverse population, meeting personal, physical and psychosocial needs
1. Apply principles of medical asepsis for client and personal safety:
washes hands at expected times without reminders
maintains “clean” and “dirty” areas
handles equipment, dishes, linens to minimize spread of infection
cleans equipment and areas using accepted techniques/supplies
uses standard precautions 100% of the time
follows isolation procedures as outlined
uses gown, gloves, mask according to skill criteria

0

7 8 9 10
comments:

2. Make bed/change linen:
maintains asepsis
address personal safety
places linens securely on bed in correct order
addresses client safety (linens wrinkle free, toe room)
addresses client preferences
leaves side rails up only if specifically required
provides privacy if making an occupied bed

0

7 8 9 10
comments:

3. Take vital signs:
place and read oral, rectal, axillary, tympanic and temporal temperatures correctly
matches radial pulse count to that of instructor
matches respiratory count to that of instructor
reports and records vital signs
measures and records height and weight

0

7 8 9 10
comments:

4. Apply nonprescription (OTC) medications:
follows aseptic technique
applies medication correctly to unbroken skin
follows the 5 rights
reports and records observations and changes

0

7 8 9 10
comments:

Print Date: June 2018
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5. Provide for client safety:
identifies client before giving care
places call light or other call devices so they are available
arranges furniture for client safety and convenience
bed is in low position with the wheels locked
uses side rails as required by care plan
takes corrective action when equipment needs repair
uses restraints according to plan of care
uses a variety of restraint alternatives
practices fire safety and prevention
takes actions to prevent accidents
maintains security systems for wandering clients
alters care during extreme weather conditions
answers call/signal bells promptly

0

7 8 9 10
comments:

6. Recognize and respond appropriately to emergencies:
identifies life-threatening situations
summons appropriate personnel
remains calm in emergencies
reviews and adheres to DNR policies
demonstrates airway clearance technique
participates in fire drills
identifies potential behavioral emergencies

0

7 8 9 10
comments:

7. Provide for personal care and hygiene:
provides privacy
completes bed bath, oral care, back care, and perineal care
provides hair care, nail care, and shaving
promotes independence
uses measures to promote skin integrity
assists with dressing and undressing
makes changes or adaptations for ethical/racial differences

0

7 8 9 10
comments:

Print Date: June 2018
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8. Assist with nutrition and fluid needs:
prepares client for meal; hygiene provided after meal
assists with feeding as needed
uses assistive devices promoting independence
alerts to potential choking situations
records and reports food intake and observations
follows basic restrictions of common modified diets
provides adequate fluid intake during shift
maintains tubes, if present (oxygen, NG, IV)

0

7 8 9
comments:

10

9. Measure intake or output:
measures liquids with 100% accuracy
records data in proper place
calculates using cc or ml
reports observations of NG, IV infusions to proper personnel

0

7 8 9 10
comments:

10. Assist client with bowel or bladder elimination:
reports/records bowel and bladder elimination/observations
utilizes incontinence products appropriately
provides urinary catheter/perineal care
assists with bowel/bladder training programs
collects routine specimens
responds to client request for toileting
maintains client rights particularly for privacy

0

7 8 9 10
comments:

PROGRAM OUTCOME F. Assist with client rehabilitation and restorative care promoting independence with client limitations
1. Promote joint mobility, body alignment, and activity:
uses walker, cane, crutches, gait belt when ambulating client
demonstrates range-of-motion
transfers weight-bearing client
positions client in bed and wheelchair
uses mechanical lift, lift sheet, and/or various devices to slide client
uses gait belt for transfers and ambulating if required
uses wheelchairs and equipment appropriately

Print Date: June 2018

0

7 8 9 10
comments:
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2. Promote client independence during activities of daily living:
follows care plan instructions to encourage independence
allows adequate time for client to bathe, dress, comb hair, etc.
uses adaptive techniques when communicating with speech,
hearing, vision-impaired clients
uses prosthetic devices when required, including hearing aids/glasses
encourages client participation during care to the extent client is able

0

7 8 9 10
comments:

PROGRAM OUTCOME G. Assist clients with long-term, disabling conditions, including dementia always focusing on the strengths
of the client.
1. Assist clients with dementia:
maintains safe environment
uses dementia-specific techniques when interacting with these clients
allows clients to maintain independence and dignity
maintains a calm, non-stressful environment
provides appropriate diversional activities
identifies strategies to manage caregiver stress
minimizes client’s challenging behaviors

0

7 8 9 10
comments:

2. Care for client with long-term illness:
provides care according to plan of care
provides care for the terminally ill client
assists with postmortem care/or reviews procedure

0

7 8 9 10
comments:

0

7 8 9 10
comments:

PROGRAM OUTCOME H. Work Cooperatively in a team environment
1. Not undermining the team:
Helping and supporting other team members
Showing respect for team members
Remaining flexible and open to change
Communicating with others to resolve problems
Completes assigned tasks
Exchanges information, ideas, opinions and solutions in a team/group setting

Print Date: June 2018
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PROGRAM OUTCOME H. Work Cooperatively in a team environment (CONTINUED)
Not undermining the team:
Encourages and offers assistance to others
Resolves conflicts effectively
Fosters a positive attitude

0

7 8 9 10
comments:

0

7 8 9 10
comments:

0

7 8 9 10
comments:

PROGRAM OUTCOME I. Maintains professional demeanor
Focuses on doing the best job possible
Provides quality work
Accepts feedback
Maintains a positive attitude
Demonstrates respect at all times
Follows program guidelines for appearance
PROGRAM OUTCOME J. Demonstrates the FVTC Employability Skills)
Acts Responsively
Adapts to change
Communicates effectively and respectfully
Thinks critically and creatively
Works collaboratively
PROGRAM OUTCOME K. Eligible to take the WI NA Competency Exam.

Yes
No
Comments:

Rev 6/16

Print Date: June 2018
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Nursing Assistant Program Performance Skill Checklist
Student Name:__________________________________ Class Section #_____________ Dates of Class:__________
RN Faculty for Lab:_______________________ Lab Location:__________________________ RN Initials:__________
RN Faculty for Clinical: ____________________ Clinical Location:_______________________ RN Initials:__________
The Nursing Assistant program is highly regulated by state and federal law. OBRA, 1987 and State of WI, HFS 129, offer specific
criteria for how the program is delivered, what is taught, how it is taught, mandated hours needed to be completed, and ability of
the nurse aide to do the work required. These checklists identify the skills requiring initial satisfactory performance in accordance
to established DHS criteria in theory/lab and clinical performance. The completed form is a legal document and will be kept on file
at FVTC for a minimum of 3 years.
Instructor must date and initial satisfactory performance according to DHS established criteria in Theory/Lab or Clinical Areas
N/A= Not available in clinical areas; *= Skill required by DHS
SKILL SET
Communication

Lab
Date/Initial

Clinical
Date/Initial

Records in Writing*
Reports Orally*

Client Rights

Date/Initial

Date/Initial

Date/Initial

Date/Initial

Date/Initial

Date/Initial

DHFS Grievance process*
Maintain Privacy*
Maintain Confidentiality*
Identify Client*

Worker/Client Safety
Washes hands*
Clean blood/Body fluid spill*
Uses gown, mask*
Put on/remove gloves
Applies body mechanics*
Safe use of own body
Apply/soft cloth restraint*
Use side/bed rails as specified*
Use restraint alternatives*
Make unoccupied bed*
Make occupied bed*
Respond to fire drill/alarm*

Restorative/Rehabilitation
Position supine*
Position side lying*
Position sitting/fowlers*
Position prone*
Assist with dangling*
Transfer bed to chair*
Use transfer/gait belt
Ambulate*
Use mechanical lift*
Assist with range of motion*
Use cane/crutches*
Use walker*
Use brace/splint/prosthesis*
Use anti‐Embolism hose*
Transport via wheelchair*
Use lift sheet*
Care for hearing aid
Care for eyeglasses
Use adaptive equipment

SKILL SET
Personal Nursing Skills

Lab
Date/Initial

Clinical
Date/Initial

Date/Initial

Date/Initial

Give bedbath*
Give shower/tub bath*
Give sponge/partial bath*
Shampoo hair*
Care for nails* (fingers/toes)
Shave face*
Apply topical medication*
Give backrub/back care*
Give perineal care female*
Give perineal care male*
Give oral hygiene*
Give denture care*
Dress/undress client*
Prepare for meals/aftercare*
Feed clients*
Measure I & O*
Provide bedpan/urinal*
Change incontinence garment*
Care for catheter*
Empty Urinary drainage bag*
Use enema/suppository*
Measure temperature*
Take radial pulse*
Take respirations*
Measure height & weight*
Give post mortem care

Dementias
Assist client who has dementia
Use diversion
Participate in activities
Assist with challenging behaviors

Additional Comments:

Promote independence

Print Date: June 2018
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Evaluation of Lab/Clinical Performance
for Nursing Assistant Training
Program Outcomes:
A. Communicate and interact effectively with clients, family, and coworkers.
B. Maintain and protect client rights.
C. Report information and record observations.
D. Demonstrate the ethical and legal responsibilities of the NA/HHA.
E. Provide safe care to a diverse population, meeting personal, physical and psychosocial client needs.
F. Assist with client rehabilitation and restorative care, promoting independence.
G. Assist clients with long‐term, disabling conditions including dementia, always focusing on the
strengths of the client.
H. Work cooperatively in a team environment.
I. Maintains a professional demeanor.
J. Demonstrates the FVTC Employability Essentials.
K. Eligible to take the WI NA Competency evaluation.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

7
7
7
7
7
7
7

8
8
8
8
8
8
8

9
9
9
9
9
9
9

10
10
10
10
10
10
10

0
0
0
No

7
7
7

8
8
8

9
9
9

10
10
10
Yes

Evaluation Tool Key:
Points Scale
10 points
9 points
8 points
7 points
0 points

Consistently exceeds expectations, independently performs outcomes.
Performs outcomes as expected, sometimes exceeding expectations.
Consistently performs outcomes as expected.
Need improvement, performs some outcomes adequately, but requires some prompting from instructor.
Does not meet expectations, requires frequent prompting from instructor, has difficulty performing basic skills
and significant concerns for safety

Scoring
A score is assigned for each course objective or group of previously met objectives based on the scale above. A remediation plan
will be initiated, when possible, if there are safety concerns during the class to assist the student in attaining course
competencies. A score of 8 or above must be achieved in all competencies to successfully complete the course. A score of 0 in
any of the competencies at the completion of the class will result in course failure regardless of scores on other competencies.
The lab/clinic grade is calculated by adding the points. Points are equal to the percentage for performance grade calculation.
A
92 ‐100 points

B
91‐85 points

C
84‐78 points

F
77 points or below

Name of Student (Please Print) ______________________________________________________________________

* Date ______________________
Student Signature ________________________________________________
Comments:
(*Indicates the student has reviewed/received a copy of this final evaluation)
Instructor Signature _______________________________________________
Comments:

Date ______________________

Ave. score of exams 1‐6:______________ Final Exam:____________ Lab/Clinical Score:_______________
Final Score/course grade:___________
Rev. 06/13/18
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Student Name:__________________________________ Class Section #_____________ Dates of Class:__________
RN Faculty for Lab:_______________________ Lab Location:__________________________ RN Initials:__________
RN Faculty for Clinical: ____________________ Clinical Location:_______________________ RN Initials:__________
The Nursing Assistant program is highly regulated by state and federal law. OBRA, 1987 and State of WI, HFS 129, offer specific
criteria for how the program is delivered, what is taught, how it is taught, mandated hours needed to be completed, and ability of
the nurse aide to do the work required. These checklists identify the skills requiring initial satisfactory performance in accordance
to established DHS criteria in theory/lab and clinical performance. The completed form is a legal document and will be kept on file
at FVTC for a minimum of 3 years.
Instructor must date and initial satisfactory performance according to DHS established criteria in Theory/Lab or Clinical Areas
N/A= Not available in clinical areas; *= Skill required by DHS
SKILL SET
Communication

Lab
Date/Initial

Clinical
Date/Initial

Records in Writing*
Reports Orally*

Client Rights

Date/Initial

Date/Initial

Date/Initial

Date/Initial

Date/Initial

Date/Initial

DHFS Grievance process*
Maintain Privacy*
Maintain Confidentiality*
Identify Client*

Worker/Client Safety
Washes hands*
Clean blood/Body fluid spill*
Uses gown, mask*
Put on/remove gloves
Applies body mechanics*
Safe use of own body
Apply/soft cloth restraint*
Use side/bed rails as specified*
Use restraint alternatives*
Make unoccupied bed*
Make occupied bed*
Respond to fire drill/alarm*

Restorative/Rehabilitation
Position supine*
Position side lying*
Position sitting/fowlers*
Position prone*
Assist with dangling*
Transfer bed to chair*
Use transfer/gait belt
Ambulate*
Use mechanical lift*
Assist with range of motion*
Use cane/crutches*
Use walker*
Use brace/splint/prosthesis*
Use anti‐Embolism hose*
Transport via wheelchair*
Use lift sheet*
Care for hearing aid
Care for eyeglasses
Use adaptive equipment

Promote independence

SKILL SET
Personal Nursing Skills

Lab
Date/Initial

Clinical
Date/Initial

Date/Initial

Date/Initial

Give bedbath*
Give shower/tub bath*
Give sponge/partial bath*
Shampoo hair*
Care for nails* (fingers/toes)
Shave face*
Apply topical medication*
Give backrub/back care*
Give perineal care female*
Give perineal care male*
Give oral hygiene*
Give denture care*
Dress/undress client*
Prepare for meals/aftercare*
Feed clients*
Measure I & O*
Provide bedpan/urinal*
Change incontinence garment*
Care for catheter*
Empty Urinary drainage bag*
Use enema/suppository*
Measure temperature*
Take radial pulse*
Take respirations*
Measure height & weight*
Give post mortem care

Dementias
Assist client who has dementia
Use diversion
Participate in activities
Assist with challenging behaviors

Additional Comments:

Evaluation of Lab/Clinical Performance
for Nursing Assistant Training
Program Outcomes:
A. Communicate and interact effectively with clients, family, and coworkers.
B. Maintain and protect client rights.
C. Report information and record observations.
D. Demonstrate the ethical and legal responsibilities of the NA/HHA.
E. Provide safe care to a diverse population, meeting personal, physical and psychosocial client needs.
F. Assist with client rehabilitation and restorative care, promoting independence.
G. Assist clients with long‐term, disabling conditions including dementia, always focusing on the
strengths of the client.
H. Work cooperatively in a team environment.
I. Maintains a professional demeanor.
J. Demonstrates the FVTC Employability Essentials.
K. Eligible to take the WI NA Competency evaluation.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

7
7
7
7
7
7
7

8
8
8
8
8
8
8

9
9
9
9
9
9
9

10
10
10
10
10
10
10

0
0
0
No

7
7
7

8
8
8

9
9
9

10
10
10
Yes

Evaluation Tool Key:
Points Scale
10 points
9 points
8 points
7 points
0 points

Consistently exceeds expectations, independently performs outcomes.
Performs outcomes as expected, sometimes exceeding expectations.
Consistently performs outcomes as expected.
Need improvement, performs some outcomes adequately, but requires some prompting from instructor.
Does not meet expectations, requires frequent prompting from instructor, has difficulty performing basic skills
and significant concerns for safety

Scoring
A score is assigned for each course objective or group of previously met objectives based on the scale above. A remediation plan
will be initiated, when possible, if there are safety concerns during the class to assist the student in attaining course
competencies. A score of 8 or above must be achieved in all competencies to successfully complete the course. A score of 0 in
any of the competencies at the completion of the class will result in course failure regardless of scores on other competencies.
The lab/clinic grade is calculated by adding the points. Points are equal to the percentage for performance grade calculation.
A
92 ‐100 points

B
91‐85 points

C
84‐78 points

F
77 points or below

Name of Student (Please Print) ______________________________________________________________________

* Date ______________________
Student Signature ________________________________________________
Comments:
(*Indicates the student has reviewed/received a copy of this final evaluation)
Instructor Signature _______________________________________________
Comments:

Date ______________________

Ave. score of exams 1‐6:______________ Final Exam:____________ Lab/Clinical Score:_______________
Final Score/course grade:___________
Rev. 06/13/18
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Instructions for Student Employment Registration
www.fvtc.edu/employment-connections quick link to Wisconsin TechConnect Registration Form 
Wisconsin TechConnect On-line Registration Form link:

Employment Connections

Above are screen prints for the “directions” page and the link to the online
registration form itself.
Print Date: June 2018
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Employment References and Letters of Recommendation
What is an Employment Reference?

Any employment-related verbal or written communication completed by the instructor about a
student/graduate at the request of and given directly to the employer. This communication may
be requested by the employer as a result of:



the student/graduate listing staff on employment related documents such as employment
applications, reference sheets, or resumes;
the employer taking the initiative to contact staff even though they were not listed by the
student/graduate on employment related documents.

To use an FVTC staff member as an employment reference, you must present a completed,
signed, and dated Employment Reference Form to the staff who has agreed to provide a verbal or
written reference. The staff must then sign and date the authorization on the employment
reference form to confirm that he/she has agreed to be an employment reference. Without this
form, FERPA prevents staff from sharing information about you.
Once this form is completed, you must forward the original form to Enrollment Services
(E111—near Entrance 10) to be processed.
You can obtain a copy of the Employment Reference Form at http://www.fvtc.edu/myfvtc/studentpolicies-forms.

Print Date: June 2018
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What is a Letter of Recommendation?

A Letter of Recommendation is any employment-related written communication completed by
staff at the request of and given directly to a student/graduate for his or her use. A letter of
recommendation is always given to the employer by the student/graduate.
If you have questions regarding employment references or letters of recommendation, please
contact Employment Connections in E135 on the Appleton Campus or call at 920-735-5627.

Print Date: June 2018
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CNA Reimbursement
This reimbursement has been in place since 1990. Its intent was to help offset
some of the training/testing costs incurred by CNAs. This reimbursement was
never intended to be 100% reimbursement. The state has established a cap for how
much Medicaid can reimburse a Medicaid certified long-term care facility for
training and testing. NHs receive a percent of those caps based on their Medicaid
utilization. They have to reimburse the CNA up to the cap regardless of how much
they receive from the Medicaid program. The cap for training is $225.00 and the
cap for the test is $61.50. This may end up being approximately half of the costs
of the CNA incurred but that’s due to the caps on the reimbursement. There are a
few NHs that do reimburse the CNA’s their full costs either as a hiring incentive or
completion of probation, etc., but most just reimburse what they’re required to
reimburse, $286.50.

See form: FORWARDHEALTH: Nurse Aide Training Competency Test Reimbursement Request.

Print Date: June 2018
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Academic Appeal Procedure..............................................................................................................
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